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Regarding UNS Electric Rate Case Docket #E-04204A-15-014

Thank your for your time and energy to address the matter of how UNS,
and APS are seeking to change the costs of using Solar Energy on
residential homes.

TEP

It is a grievous concern to watch electric companies, now turning their
charges to areas where they stand little to profit from and wanting to
gain by changing the fee rates

I recently read the article "Solar Under Siege Aler t: Three Arizona
Electric Utilities Trying to Stop Solar Energy Roof top Installations"
Russell Lowes in the Rincon Group Newsletter.

I by

I am for the continued benefits of installing solar energy to the Arizona
residents to maintain lower basic fees and other creatively intrusive
fees, that may defeat the economic purpose of using solar energy on homes
/ roof tops.

There comes a time with the sense of cooperation and community, that
companies (utility) get on board to constructively affect our renewable
energies resources, particularly solar, in Arizona. On board, meaning
adding to the well being of ALL in the state, instead of the plumping up
the pockets of systems that are becoming obsolete (coal, gas and nuclear
energies.)

Rather than find new means to protect the revenues of old systems, it is
more important to begin collective initiatives to benefit our planet
primarily and the affordable means to support this for the habitants of
it We have a stewardship of this wonderful planet Ear th and to one and
other. Shor changing those for the profit of a few, hurts us all

I employ you to continue rallying that Docket #E-04204A-15-0142, submitted
for the advantage of UNS Electric, be defeated. This is the time to
refuse greed at the expense of the whole Short sighted greed, makes for
long term damage even to the greedy No longer is it healthy to see the
separateness, in accumulating prosperity on the backs of others

Please count me in for continued affordability, honest information and the
transparency of how important it is that utility companies refrain from
deceptive policies to strike fear in the people of our state with half
truths In this case, projecting non-solar are receiving enormous fees as
a byproduct of solar energy users

Feel free to share this to any agencies that are involved with the safe
keeping of our pocketbooks and planet

Thank you so much for your dedication

Sue Ann Christenson
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